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Abstract
We study an exploration method for model-free
RL that generalizes the counter-based exploration
bonus methods and takes into account long term
exploratory value of actions rather than a sin-
gle step look-ahead. We propose a model-free
RL method that modifies Delayed Q-learning
and utilizes the long-term exploration bonus with
provable efficiency. We show that our proposed
method finds a near-optimal policy in polynomial
time (PAC-MDP), and also provide experimen-
tal evidence that our proposed algorithm is an
efficient exploration method.
1. Introduction
In reinforcement learning (RL), an agent, whose objective
is to maximize the expected sum of reward, initially starts
to make decisions in an unknown environment. It faces
trials and errors while collecting reward and information.
However, it is not feasible for the agent to act near-optimally
until it has explored the environment sufficiently and iden-
tified all of the opportunities for high reward. One of the
fundamental challenges in RL is to balance exploration and
exploitation — whether to act not greedily action according
to current estimates in order to gain new information or to
act consistently with past experience to maximize reward.
Common dithering strategies, such as -greedy, or sampling
from a Boltzmann distribution (Softmax) over the learned
Q-values have been widely applied to standard RL methods
as exploration strategies. However these naive approaches
can lead to highly inefficient exploration, in the sense that
they waste exploration resources on actions and trajectories
which are already well known. In other words, they are
not directed towards gaining more knowledge, not biasing
actions in the direction of unexplored trajectories (Thrun,
1992; Little & Sommer, 2013; Osband et al., 2016).
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In order to avoid wasteful exploration and guide toward
more directed exploration, many of the previous work
adopted exploration bonus. The most commonly used ex-
ploration bonus is based on counting. That is, for each pair
(s, a), maintain a integer value nt(s, a) that indicates how
many times the agent performed action a at state s so far at
time t. Counter-based methods have been widely used both
in practice and in theory (Strehl & Littman, 2005; 2008;
Kolter & Ng, 2009; Bellemare et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2017;
Ostrovski et al., 2017). However, the limitation of these
methods still exist in that the exploratory value of a state-
action pair is evaluated with respect only to its immediate
outcome, one step ahead (Choshen et al., 2018). Recent
work (Choshen et al., 2018) proposes an exploration method
for model-free RL that generalizes the counter-based ex-
ploration bonus methods and takes into account long term
exploratory value of actions rather than a single step look-
ahead. Inspired by their use of propagated exploration value,
we propose a model-free RL method that utilizes this long-
term exploration bonus with provable efficiency. We show
that our proposed method finds a near-optimal policy in
polynomial time, and give experimental evidence that it is
an efficient exploration method.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Markov decision processes
A standard assumption of RL is that the environment
is (discounted-reward and finite) Markov decision pro-
cesses (MDP). Here we only introduce the notational frame-
work used in this work. A finite MDP M is a tuple
(S,A, T,R, γ), where S is a finite set of states; A is a finite
set of possible actions; T : S × A → PS is the transition
distribution; R : S × A → PR is the reward distribution;
γ is a discount factor with γ ∈ [0, 1). We assume that all
the (random) immediate rewards are nonnegative and are
upper-bounded by a constant Rmax ≥ 0. A policy pi is a
mapping that assigns to every history h a probability mass
function over the actions A. Following a policy in the MDP
means that at ∼ pi(·|ht). A stationary policy is a mapping
pi : S ×A → [0, 1]. The discounted state- and action-value
functions will be denoted by V pi and Qpi, respectively, for
any (not necessarily stationary) policy pi. The optimal state-
and action-value functions will be denoted by V ∗ and Q∗.
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Given s0, a0, r0, s1, a1, r1, ... a stream of experience gen-
erated when algorithm A interacts with M , we define its
value at time t, conditioned on the past ht as V AtM =
E[
∑∞
k=0 γ
krt+k|ht]. Let Vmax be an upper bound on the
state values in the MDP.
2.2. Sample Complexity
One of the common evaluation criteria for RL algorithms is
to count the number of non-optimal actions taken. Roughly,
this quantity tells how many mistakes the agent make at
most.
Definition 1 (Kakade 2003). Let  > 0 be a prescribed
accuracy and δ > 0 be an allowed probability of failure.
The expression ζ(, δ, S,A, γ,Rmax) is a sample complexity
bound for algorithm A, if the following holds: Take any
 > 0, δ ∈ (0, 1), S > 0, A > 0, γ ∈ [0, 1), Rmax > 0 and
any MDPM with S states,A actions, discount factor γ, and
rewards bounded by Rmax. Let A interact with M , resulting
in the process s0, a0, r0, s1, a1, r1, ... Then, independently
of the choice of s0, with probability at least 1 − δ, the
number of timesteps such that V AtM < V
∗
M (st)−  is at most
ζ(, δ, S,A, γ,Rmax).
An algorithm with sample complexity that is polynomial
in 1/, log(1/δ), S,A, 1/(1− γ), Rmax is called PAC-MDP
(probably approximately correct in MDPs)
2.3. Previous sample complexity results
E3 algorithm (Kearns & Singh, 2002) and its successor,
R-max (Brafman & Tennenholtz, 2002), were the first algo-
rithms that have polynomial time bounds for finding near-
optimal policies. These methods maintain a complete, but
possibly inaccurate model of its environment and acts based
on the optimal policy derived from this model. The model
is initialized in an optimistic fashion: all actions in all states
return the maximal possible reward and the model is up-
dated each time when a state becomes known. R-max has
the sample complexity of O˜
(
S2A
3(1−γ)6
)
. The MBIE algo-
rithm (Strehl & Littman, 2005; 2008) applies confidence
bounds to compute an optimistic policy and has the same
sample complexity O˜
(
S2A
3(1−γ)6
)
. There are variants of
R-max algorithms, such as the OIM algorithm (Szita &
Lo˝rincz, 2008) and MoRMax (Szita & Szepesva´ri, 2010).
MoRMax is shown to have the smallest sample-complexity
O˜
(
SA
2(1−γ)6
)
among discounted finite MDPs. All of these
algorithms mentioned are model-based. Unlike aforemen-
tioned methods which build an approximate model of the
environment, Delayed Q-learning (Strehl et al., 2006) rather
approximate an action value function directly. Delayed
Q-learning is the first model-free method with known com-
plexity bounds with O˜
(
SA
4(1−γ)8
)
sample-complexity.
2.4. E-values
Choshen et al. (2018) propose a method using a parallel
E-value MDP which has the same transition model as the
original MDP, but has no rewards associated with any of the
state-actions. Hence, the true value of all state-action pairs
is 0. With the initial value of 1 for all state-action pairs,
they show (empirically) that these E-values represent the
missing knowledge and thus can be used for propagating
directed exploration. Intuitively, the value of E(s, a) at a
given timestep during training stands for uncertainty and
decreases each time the agents experiences (s, a) pair. On-
policy SARSA (Singh et al., 2000) update rule is applied to
the E-value MDP, where the acting policy is selected on the
original MDP.
E(st, at)← (1− α)E(st, at) + αγEE(st+1, at+1)
While the E-value MDP is training, the proposed method
uses a log transformation applied to E-values to get the
corresponding exploration bonus term for the original MDP.
This bonus term is shown to be equivalent counter-based
methods for finite MDPs when the discount factor γE of the
E-value MDP is set to 0 if a fixed learning rate α is used
for all updates. Hence, Choshen et al. (2018) argue that,
with γE > 0, the logarithm of E-Values can be thought of
as a generalization of visit counters, with propagation of
the values along state-action pairs. Although the empirical
results demonstrate efficient exploration in the experiments
used in their work, the theoretical analysis of their proposed
algorithm is lacking, essentially only showing convergence
with infinite visiting. In this work, we show thatE-value can
be incorporated in PAC-MDP with theoretical guarantee.
2.5. Delayed Q-learning
In Delayed Q-learning (Strehl et al., 2006; 2009), the agent
only observes one sample transition for the action it takes in
the current state. Delayed Q-learning uses optimistic initial-
ization of the value function, and waits until m transitions
from (s, a) are gathered before considering an update of
Q(s, a) (this is where “delay” comes from). When m is
sufficiently large (but is still bounded by a polynomial), the
new value of Q(s, a) is still optimistic with high probabil-
ity (Li, 2009). It maintains the known state-action set Kt,
similar to the approaches introduced in earlier model-based
PAC-MDP algorithms (Brafman & Tennenholtz, 2002) as
well as Boolean LEARN flags for each state-action pair
that is set as TRUE when a pair does not belong to the set
Kt, which allows an update to Q(s, a). These tools allow
us to bound the number of occurrence of the undesired “es-
cape” events fromKt. A variant of Delayed Q-learning uses
techniques such as interval estimation to attempt an update
before m-th time as long as the current estimate satisfies the
update criterion (Strehl, 2007).
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3. Directed Delayed Q-learning
Our proposed algorithm, Directed Delayed Q-learning,
maintains Q-value estimates,Q(s, a) andE-value estimates,
E(s, a) for each state-action pair (s, a). At each timestep t,
let Qt(s, a) denote the algorithms current Q-value estimate
and Et(s, a) denote its current E-value estimate. The agent
always acts greedily with respect to Q-value estimates plus
the exploration bonus, meaning that if state s is the t-th state
reached, the next action is chosen by
a := argmax
a∈A
Qt(s, a) +
λ√
logη Et(s, a)
. (1)
Let Q′t(s, a) denote Qt(s, a) + λ/
√
logη Et(s, a) for con-
venience. Our proposed method is based on Delayed Q-
learning (Strehl et al., 2006; 2009). Our proposed method
modifies Delayed Q-learning in that we introduce an ex-
ploration bonus using E-values to take into account the
long term exploratory value of actions and we perform de-
layed updates to E-values along with Q-values. We also
adopt the interval estimation technique (Strehl, 2007) to
update the value function whenever a current Monte Carlo
estimate differs from the target value function sufficiently,
instead of waiting until the agent collects a fixed number
of m samples to estimate a new value function for each
attempted update. The term ρ/
√
n(s, a) is introduced to
account for Monte Carlo estimate errors in the case of a
premature delay, where n(s, a) is the inner counter of state-
action pairs within each update and resets after a successful
update or the m-th attempted update. Note that n(s, a) dif-
fers from a global counter which keeps track of the number
of state-action visits for the entire duration of learning and
which is generalized by E-values. It is also important to
note that the proposed E-value based exploration bonus
can still be applied to the fully delayed version of Delayed
Q-learning with fixed delay intervals (in fact, with the same
PAC bound). We apply the interval estimation technique for
empirical performance gains.
Furthermore, there are differences between our proposed
method and Choshen et al. (2018) in that Choshen et al.
(2018) still apply dithering strategies (-greedy and softmax
policies) over the sum of Q-value and a exploration bonus
based E-value. On the other hand, our proposed algorithm
acts greedily with respect to Equation (1). We also update
E-values with off-policy updates rather than on-policy to
ensure monotonic decrease in E value for every update.
In addition to Q-value and E-value estimates, similarly to
Delayed Q-learning, our algorithm maintains a Boolean
variable LEARN(s, a), for each (s, a).1 This variable indi-
1The maintenance of the LEARN(s, a) variable is essentially
the same as Delayed Q-learning. For details, see (Strehl et al.,
2006; 2009).
cates whether the agent currently considers a modification to
its Q-value and E-value estimates. The algorithm also relies
on other free parameters, 1 ∈ (0, 1) and a positive integer
m, a positive real number λ, E-value discount factor γE ,
and the base of log transformation η. In the analysis which
is provided in Appendix, we provide precise values for these
parameters in terms of the other inputs (S,A, , δ, γ) that
guarantee the resulting algorithm is PAC-MDP. We provide
an efficient implementation, Algorithm 1, of Directed De-
layed Q-learning.
Algorithm 1 Directed Delayed Q-learning
Input: γ, S,A, 1,m, λ, γE , η
for all (s, a) do
Q(s, a)← 1/(1− γ) // Q-value estimate
E(s, a)← 1− 1 // exploration value estimate
Q˜(s, a)← 0 // inner loop estimate for Q-values
E˜(s, a)← 0 // inner loop estimate forE-values
n(s, a)← 0 // inner counter
b(s, a)← 0 // beginning time of attempted up-
date
LEARN(s, a)← true // the LEARN flags
end for
t∗ ← 0 // time of most recent Q-value change
for t = 1, 2, 3, ... do
Let s denote the state at time t
Choose action a := argmaxa′∈AQ(s, a′) + λ√
logη E(s,a
′)
Observe immediate reward r and next state s′
if b(s, a) ≤ t∗ then
LEARN(s, a)← true
end if
if LEARN(s, a) = true then
n(s, a)← n(s, a) + 1
α← 1n(s,a)
Q˜(s, a)← (1− α)Q˜(s, a) + α (r + γmaxa′ Q(s′, a′))
E˜(s, a)← (1− α)E˜(s, a) + α (γE maxa′ E(s′, a′))
ifQ′(s, a)−
(
Q˜(s, a) + ρ√
n(s,a)
+ λ√
logη E˜(s,a)
)
≥ 1
then
Q(s, a)← Q˜(s, a) + ρ√
n(s,a)
E(s, a)← E˜(s, a)
t∗ ← t
n(s, a)← 0; Q˜(s, a)← 0; E˜(s, a)← 0; b(s, a)← t
else if n(s, a) = m then
n(s, a)← 0; Q˜(s, a)← 0; , E˜(s, a)← 0; b(s, a)← t
if b(s, a) > t∗ then
LEARN(s, a)← false
end if
end if
end if
end for
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3.1. Update Criteria
While the agent considers learning for a given state-action
pair (s, a), each time (s, a) is experienced, the agents
updates its surrogate Q-value and E-value estimates,
Q˜ and E˜ and attempts an update to the global Q-value
and E-value up to m. If the update fails even at m-th
time, the agent discards the current surrogate estimates
and starts collecting new samples. If successful, the
following updates occur: Q(s, a)← Q˜(s, a)+ρ/√n(s, a)
and E(s, a) ← E˜(s, a). To ensure that every success-
ful update decreases Q′(s, a) by at least , we require
the following condition to be satisfied for an update to occur:
Q′(s, a)−
(
Q˜(s, a) + ρ√
n(s,a)
+ λ√
logη E˜(s,a)
)
≥ 1
If the above condition does not hold, then there is no update
to be performed for Q(s, a) and E(s, a).
(s,a) = (    ,   )
𝑡1: 𝑡𝑖: 𝑡𝑚:
time
attempt to update
Q and E values in 
every visit
start collecting
samples for (s,a)
up to m times
if update fails at 𝑡𝑚,
discard samples and
resets timestep 𝑡
Figure 1. Flow of Q-value and E-value updates during execution
of Directed Delayed Q-learning. Delay can be up to m times per
each attempted update, which may or may not succeed
3.2. Main Theoretical Result
The main theoretical result, whose proof is provided in
Appendix in the supplementary material, is that the Directed
Delayed Q-learning algorithm is PAC-MDP:
Theorem 1. Let M be any MDP and let  and δ be two
positive real numbers. If Directed Delayed Q-learning is
executed on MDP M , then then the following holds. Let At
denote the policy of Directed Delayed Q-learning at time t
and st denote the state at time t. With probability at least
1− δ, V AtM (st) ≥ V ∗M (st)−  is true for all but
O
(
SA
4(1− γ)8 ln
1
δ
ln
1
(1− γ) ln
SA
δ(1− γ)
)
timesteps.
4. Experiments
To assess the empirical performances of Directed Delayed
Q-learning, we compared its performance to other model-
free RL methods as well as different values of γE . Exper-
iments were run on chain MDPs with varying length N .
The agent begins at the far left state and at every time step
has the choice to move left or right. Each move can fail
with probability 0.2, which results in the opposite action.
The agent receives a small reward (r = 11000 ) for reaching
the leftmost state, but the optimal policy is to attempt to
move to the far right state and receive a much larger re-
ward (r = 1). Chains with length N = 10 and N = 50
are reported below. These environments are intended to be
expository rather than entirely realistic. Balancing a well
known and mildly successful strategy versus an unknown,
but potentially more rewarding, approach can emerge in
many practical applications (Osband et al., 2016).
Table 1. Results on Chain MDPs with N = 10
METHOD CUMULATIVE REWARD
DIRECTED
DELAYED QL
γE = 0.99 7089.59±48.98
γE = 0.90 6961.50±63.63
γE = 0.75 4530.78±94.03
γE = 0.50 2746.06±61.84
γE = 0.25 2624.71±14.97
DELAYED QL 4325.38±59.31
QL + -GREEDY 2435.11±134.3
Table 2. Results on Chain MDPs with N = 50
METHOD CUMULATIVE REWARD
DIRECTED
DELAYED QL
γE = 0.99 5581.02±94.72
γE = 0.90 4982.09±116.2
γE = 0.75 2976.96±282.9
γE = 0.50 707.18±24.63
γE = 0.25 691.33±13.60
DELAYED QL 531.95±58.66
QL + -GREEDY 2.98±0.012
On all experiments, each algorithm ran for 10,000 timesteps
and the undiscounted total sum of reward was recorded.
Tables 1 and 2 show the average and 95% confidence in-
tervals over 300 independent test runs. The results show
that Directed Delayed Q-learning significantly outperforms
other model-free methods. Especially, we notice the gap
between the performances of the algorithms increases expo-
nentially as the chain length N increases, which suggests
that the larger value of γE is beneficial especially in environ-
ments where reward is more sparse and deeper exploration
is required.
5. Conclusion
We presented Directed Delayed Q-learning, a provably ef-
ficient model-free reinforcement-learning algorithm which
takes into account long term exploratory information. It
has the same desirable sample complexity as Delayed Q-
learning. The experiments show that Directed Delayed Q-
learning shows significantly better performance compared to
other model-free RL methods on challenging environments.
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A. Analysis
In this section, we show the proof of the main theoretical result, Theorem 1. The proofs follow the structure of the work of
(Strehl et al., 2009), but specify some of steps for our proposed method. The following theorem (Theorem 10 in Strehl et al.
2009) will come in handy to show that our proposed algorithm is PAC-MDP.
Theorem 2 (Strehl et al. 2009). Let A(, δ) be any greedy learning algorithm such that, for every timestep t, there exists a
set Kt of state-action pairs that depends only on the agents history up to timestep t. We assume that Kt = Kt+1 unless,
during timestep t, an update to some state-action value occurs or the escape event AK happens. Let Mk be the known
state-action MDP and pit be the current greedy policy, that is, for all states s, pit(s) = argmaxaQ′t(s, a). Furthermore,
assumeQ′t(s, a) ≤ V ′max for all t and (s, a). Suppose that for any inputs  and δ, with probability at least 1−δ, the following
conditions hold for all states s, actions a, and timesteps t: (a) V ′t (s) ≥ V ∗(s)−  (optimism), (b) V ′t (s)− V pitMKt(s) ≤ 
(accuracy), and (c) the total number of updates of action-value estimates plus the number of times the escape event from Kt,
Ak, can occur is bounded by ζ(, δ) (learning complexity). Then, when A(, δ) is executed on any MDP M , it will follow a
4-optimal policy from its current state on all but
O
(
V ′maxζ(, δ)
(1− γ) ln
1
δ
ln
1
(1− γ)
)
timesteps, with probability at least 1− 2δ.
Recall that we define Q′t(s, a) to be Qt(s, a) +
λ√
logη Et(s,a)
for convenience. We first bound the number of successful
updates. Since every successful update of Q′(s, a) results in a decrease of at least 1 and Q′(s, a) is initialized to 1/(1− γ).
We have at most κ := 1(1−γ) successful updates of a fixed state-action pair (s, a). Therefore, the total number of successful
updates is at most SAκ. So there can be at most m(1 + SAκ) attempted updates for each pair (s, a). Hence, there are at
most of SAm(1 + SAκ) total attempted updates.
Following the construction of the set of the low Bellman error state-action pairs in Delayed Q-learning (Strehl et al., 2009),
during timestep t of learning, we define Kt to be the set of all state-action pairs (s, a) such that:
Q′t(s, a)−
(
R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′
T (s′|s, a)Vt(s′)
)
≤ 41 . (2)
Definition 2. Define Event A1 to be the event that for all timesteps t, if (s, a) /∈ Kt1 and an attempted update of (s,a)
occurs during timestep t, then the update will be successful, where t1 < t2 < ... < tm = t are m last timesteps during
which (s, a) is experienced consecutively.
During any given infinite-length execution of Directed Delayed Q-learning, when (s, a) /∈ Kt1 as above, our value function
estimate Q′(s, a) is very inconsistent with our current value function estimates. Thus, we would expect our next attempted
update to succeed. The next lemma shows that this update occurs with high probability. The proof of the lemma follows the
structure of the lemma of (Strehl et al., 2009), but also bound the E-value estimates and specify additional parameter values.
We specify a value m and first consider values m1 =
(1+γVmax)
2
221
ln
(
6SA(1+SAκ)
δ
)
and m2 =
γ2E
221
ln
(
6SA(1+SAκ)
δ
)
.
Lemma 1. The probability that A1 is violated during execution of Directed Delayed Q-learning is at most δ/3 withm = m1,
λ ≤ √logη  and ρ ≤ 1√m.
Proof. Fix a state-action pair (s, a) and suppose that it has been visited m times until timestep t, at steps t1, ..., tk. Consider
m rewards, rt1 , ..., rtm , and m next states, st1 , ..., stm for (s, a). Define the random variables Xi := rti + γVt1(sti).
Clearly, 0 ≤ Xi ≤ (1 + γVmax). Using the Hoeffding bound with the choice of m1 above, it can be shown that
1
m1
m1∑
i=1
(rti + γVt1(sti))− E[X1] < 1 (3)
holds with probability at least 1 − δ/(6SA(1 + κ)). Similarly, define the random variable Yi := γEGt1(sti) where
G(s) = maxaE(s, a). Note that 0 ≤ Yi ≤ γE . Again, using the Hoeffding bound with the choice of m2 above, it can be
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shown that
1
m2
m2∑
i=1
γEGt1(sti)− E[Y1] < 1 (4)
holds with probability at least 1− δ/(6SA(1 + κ)). Note that given 1 < 0.5, we can choose the constants η ∈ (0, 1) and
λ ≤ 1
√
logη 1 such that E(s, a) ≤ 1 implies λ√logη E(s,a) ≤ 1. Here we choose η = 1− 1 (this choice will be useful
when we bound Q′)
We choose m ≥ m1 = max(m1,m2) since (1 + γVmax)2 > γ2E . Hence, it does not matter what value γE is (as long as
γE ∈ (0, 1)) to determine the PAC-bound. We show that if an attempted update is performed for (s, a) using these m
samples, then the resulting update will succeed with high probability.
Q′t(s, a)−
 1
m
m∑
i=1
(rti + γVti(sti)) +
ρ√
m
+
λ√
logη
1
m
∑m
i=1 γEGti(sti)

≥ Q′t(s, a)−
 1
m
m∑
i=1
(rti + γVt1(sti)) +
ρ√
m
+
λ√
logη
1
m
∑m
i=1 γEGt1(sti)

> Q′t(s, a)− E[X1]− 1 −
ρ√
m
− λ√
logη E[Y1]
− 1
≥ 41 − ρ√
m
− 21
≥ 21 − ρ√
m
.
The first inequality follows from Vti(s) ≤ Vt1(s) and Gti(s) ≤ Gt1(s) for all s and i. The second inequality follows from
(3) and (4) along with a suitable choice of λ. The third step uses the assumption on A1, i.e. (s, a) /∈ Kt1 , therefore (2)
doesn’t hold. Hence, if we choose ρ ≤ 1
√
m, then with probability at least 1− 3δ we have:
Q′t(s, a)−
Q˜(s, a) + ρ√
n(s, a)
+
λ√
logη E˜(s, a)
 ≥ 1 . (5)
The following lemma states that our proposed algorithm will maintain optimistic action values with high probability.
Lemma 2. During execution of Directed Delayed Q-learning, Q′t(s, a) ≥ Q∗(s, a) holds for all timesteps t and state-action
pairs (s, a), with probability at least 1− δ/3.
Proof. Fix a state-action pair (s, a) and suppose that it has been visited k ≤ m times until timestep t, at steps t1, ..., tk.
Define the random variables X1, ..., Xk by Xi := rti + γV
∗(sti+1) Note that E[Xi] = Q∗(s, a) and 0 ≤ Xi ≤ 1 + γVmax
for all i = 1, ..., k and the sequence Q∗(s, a)−Xi is a martingale difference sequence. Applying Azuma’s lemma, we have
P
[
E[X1]− 1
k
k∑
i=1
Xi ≥ ρ√
k
]
≤ exp
(
− ρ
2
2(1 + γVmax)2
)
. (6)
Let the right-hand side be equal to δ3SAm(1+SAκ) . Then with ρ ≥ (1 + γVmax)
√
1
2 ln
3SAm(1+SAκ)
δ , we have that
1
k
k∑
i=1
(rti + γV
∗(sti+1)) +
ρ√
k
≥ Q∗(s, a) (7)
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holds for all attempted updates, with probability at least 1 − 3δ. Assuming this equation does hold, the proof of the
lemma is by induction on the timestep t. Note that since Q′t(s, a) ≥ Qt(s, a) for all (s, a) and t, it suffices to show
Qt(s, a) ≥ Q∗(s, a) for all t. For the base case, note that Q1(s, a) = 1/(1− γ) ≥ Q∗(s, a) for all (s, a). Now, suppose
that Qt′(s, a) ≥ Q∗(s, a) holds true for all t′ ≤ t. Hence, Qt(s, a) ≥ Q∗(s, a) and Vt(s) ≥ V ∗(s) for all (s, a). Then we
have Qt+1(s, a) = 1k
∑k
i=1(rti + γVti(sti+1)) +
ρ√
k
≥ 1k
∑k
i=1(rti + γV
∗(sti+1)) +
ρ√
k
≥ Q∗(s, a).
Lemma 3 (Strehl et al. 2009). The number of timesteps t such that a state-action pair (s, a) /∈ Kt is experienced is at most
2mSAκ.
Proof. See Lemma 25 in (Strehl et al., 2009) for proof. Note that although the proposed algorithm can update Q-value and
E-values estimates before m attempts. it can take up to m attempts (and still not succeed) in the worst case. Therefore, the
analysis for this lemma is the same as (Strehl et al., 2009)
Next, we bound Q′(s, a) for all state-action pair.
Lemma 4. If η = 1− 1 and λ ≤ 1
√
logη 1, then Q
′
t(s, a) ≤ Vmax +
√
1−  for all t and (s, a).
Proof. Since E0(s, a) = 1− , and Et(s, a) ≤ E0(s, a), we have
Q′t(s, a) = Qt(s, a) +
λ√
logη Et(s, a)
≤ Vmax + 1
√
logη 1 = Vmax + 1
√
log 1
log(1− 1)
≤ Vmax + 1
√
1
1
− 1
1
= Vmax +
√
1− 
Using these Lemmas we can prove the main result, Theorem 1.
Proof. (of Theorem 1) We show that combining Lemmas satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. First, set m as in Lemma
1 and let 1 = (1− γ)/4, η = 1− 1, ρ = 1
√
m and λ = 1
√
logη 1. Let V
′
max = Vmax +
√
1− . Then, by Lemma 4,
Q′t(s, a) ≤ V ′max for all t and (s, a). By Lemma 1, event A1 holds with probablity at least 1 − δ/3. Then, the optimism
condition (a) V ′t (s) ≥ V ∗(s)−  is satisfied by Lemma 2. Note that for all (s, a) if (s, a) ∈ Kt, then equation (1) holds.
Otherwise Q′t(s, a) = Q
pit
MKt
(s, a). Hence, V ′t (s, a) and V
pit
MKt
(s, a) can be off by at most 4 in reward at each time t.
Therefore, V ′t (s, a) − V pitMKt (s, a) ≤
41
1−γ = , which satisfies condition (b); see, e.g. (Strehl et al., 2009). Now, from
Lemma 3, we have ζ(, δ) = 2mSAκ, where ζ(, δ) is the number of updates and escape events that occur during execution
of Directed Delayed Q-learning. Hence, putting the results together, the algorithm will follow a -optimal policy from its
current state on all but
O
(
SA
4(1− γ)8 ln
1
δ
ln
1
(1− γ) ln
SA
δ(1− γ)
)
timesteps.
